Healthcare Case Study
Situation

Founded in 1995 and headquartered in Sunnyvale, California,
Intuitive Surgical developed the revolutionary da Vinci® system to
assist surgeons in minimally invasive robotic surgery. After merging
with its rival Computer Motion in 2003, the company grew at an
unprecedented rate. Today, it is a publicly traded company (NASDAQ:
ISRG) that holds over $4 million in total assets. Thanks to the company’s
consistent strong performance, it is traded on the S&P 500.
In 2000, da Vinci was the first robotic surgical system to be cleared by the FDA for general laparoscopic
surgery. This important milestone was just the first of many; eventually, da Vinci was also cleared for
numerous other procedure types for which it remains a gold standard in the industry. Intuitive Surgical
remains the global leader in robotic-assisted minimally-invasive surgery.
In order to support the company’s growth, IT Operations director David Loudermilk knew that he needed to
streamline IT processes. One area that needed improvement was the company’s password-related account
maintenance. At the time, account-related inquiries were taking technicians away from the other tasks that
they had been hired to do, wasting time and resources to resolve a problem that could be handled much
more efficiently. For help achieving this goal, Mr. Loudermilk chose Avatier’s Password Station and Identity
Enforcer. Within only a few days, he knew that he had made a good decision.

Solution

“We first bought Password Station from Avatier, and we brought it in and it was a very easy rollout. It took
us three or four days to get it into the system, and we were up and running with the proof of concept to
be able to change passwords from a user endpoint at will,” Mr. Loudermilk explains. The easy rollout was
impressive at meeting the company’s immediate needs, and gave Mr. Loudermilk additional ideas for ways
that other Avatier products could further automate repetitive processes and free up technician time.

Benefits

Avatier offered a fast deployment timeframe that was simple to install and support, and Mr. Loudermilk
knew that it would be important to take advantage of additional tools. His team ultimately decided to
implement the entire Avatier Identity and Access Management Suite (AIMS) to take advantage of the
account setup, role creation, user management, and determination tools.
Getting started with AIMS was just as simple as the initial installation. According to Mr. Loudermilk, “Since
we already had Avatier’s existing infrastructure in house, it was very easy for them to come in and turn
this on for us, and get us started in creating privileges and roles in defining what a user gets when they’re
onboarded.”
Thanks to AIMS, many formerly labor-intensive processes such as password resets and account setups
are now automated for huge time savings. “We’ve gone from an average of 1.5-3 hours’ average for user
account creation and setup across all our systems to under five minutes for any given user in the company
for full access and account setup.”

Intuitive Surgical

Intuitive Surgical is a leader in developing technology for minimally invasive robotic-assisted surgery,
employing over 3,900 people.

For More Information

To learn more about Intuitive Surgical and other identity management implementations, contact Avatier
Sales by phone at 925-217-5170, or email us at sales@avatier.com
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Solution Overview
Customer Size
3,900+ employees

Systems Integrated
Microsoft Active Directory
O365 (hybrid mode)
SAP

Country/Region
United States - West

Business Situation

In 2000, da Vinci was the first robotic surgical system to be
cleared by the FDA for general laparoscopic surgery. This
important milestone was just the first of many; eventually,
da Vinci was also cleared for numerous other procedure
types for which it remains a gold standard in the industry.
In order to support the company’s growth, IT operations
realized the need to streamline IT processes. One area
that needed improvement was the company’s passwordrelated account maintenance. Account-related inquiries
were taking technicians away from the other tasks that
they had been hired to do, wasting time and resources
to resolve a problem that could be handled much more
efficiently. For help achieving this goal, the company chose
Avatier’s Password Station. Within only a few days, he knew
that he had made a good decision.

Solution

Avatier’s self-service password management solutions

Modules Purchased

Avatier Password Management - Password Station
Avatier User Provisioning - Identity Enforcer
Avatier Access Governance- Compliance Auditor

Benefits

Avatier offered a fast deployment time frame that was
simple to install and support. Many formerly laborintensive processes such as password resets and account
setups are now automated for huge time savings
Getting started with AIMS was just as simple as the initial
installation.

Organization Profile

On the frontier of medical science, Intuitive Surgical leads
the development of advanced robotic surgical systems.
Their most successful and well-known breakthrough, the
da Vinci Surgical System enables life saving procedures and
surgery to be performed remotely safely and successfully
from vast distances away.

“The easy rollout was
impressive at meeting the
company’s immediate needs.”
David Loudermilk, IT Operations Director
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